Arterial complex elastic modulus was preserved after an intercontinental cryoconserved exchange.
There is a pressing need to obtain adequate vascular substitutes for arterial by-pass or reconstruction. Since the performance of venous and commercially prosthetic grafts is not ideal and the availability of autologous arteries is limited, the use of cryopreserved arteries has emerged as a very attractive alternative. In this sense, the development of an inter-continental network for cryopreserved tissue exchange would improve international cooperation increasing the possibilities of obtaining the requested materials. In this work, the effects of an inter-continental shipment, which includes cryopreservation, on the biomechanical properties of sheep aortas were evaluated by means of the arterial complex elastic modulus. It is shown that these properties were preserved after the shipment. The actual possibilities of establishing a network for arterial exchange for the international cooperation are discussed.